Justice and Public Policy, AREA I
Reading List for MSJLS Comprehensive Exam

Prisoner Reentry


    Select chapters:
    (Students please remember to cite chapter authors, not book editors)


    Petersilia, Joan. (2006). From cell to society: Who is returning home?


Living in Prison: Stress, Coping, and Corrections


Select chapters:
(Students please remember to cite chapter authors, not book editors)


**Policing in Democratic Societies**


Police Behavior and Occupational Culture


Select chapters:
(Students please remember to cite chapter authors, not book editors)

van Maanen, P. (1978). The asshole

Manning, P. (1978). The police: Mandate, strategies, and appearances


Punishment, Sentencing and Imprisonment Policy


The website for the four-volume Criminal Justice 2000 is at:

Lynch & Sabol chapter is at:


**Criminology: Criminal Careers and Life-course Criminology**


Select chapters:
(Students please remember to cite chapter authors, not book editors)


Theories of Justice


Legal Theory


Outsider Jurisprudence


Selected Chapters: (Students, please remember to cite chapter authors, not book editors)

Kairys, D.  Introduction

Mensch, E.  History of mainstream legal thought

Kennedy, D.  Legal education as training for hierarchy
Minow, M. Politics and procedure
Sarat, A. Going to court
Halley, J. Gay rights and identity limitation
Burns, H. Law and race in early America
Freeman, A. Antidiscrimination law from 1954 to 1989
Lawrence, C. Race and affirmative action

Law and Economics


Feminist Legal Theory


Selected Chapters: (Students, please remember to cite chapter authors)

Taub, N., & Schneider, E.M. Women’s subordination and the role of law

West, R. Jurisprudence and gender

Posner, R. A. Conservative feminism

Williams, W. W. Equality’s riddle: Pregnancy and the equal treatment/special treatment debate


Hay, H. H. Equality and Difference: The Case of Pregnancy

Finley, L. M. Transcending Equality Theory: A Way Out of the Maternity and the Workplace Debate
Minow, M. Feminist Reason: Getting It and Losing It

Harris, A. P. Race and Essentialism in Feminist Legal Theory

Cain, P. A. Feminist Jurisprudence: Grounding the Theories

Kline, M. Race, Racism, And Feminist Legal Theory

Crenshaw, K. Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black Feminist Critique of Antidiscrimination Doctrine, Feminist Theory and Antiracist Politics

Olsen, F. Statutory Rape: A Feminist Critique of Rights Analysis

Williams, P. J. Alchemical Notes: Reconstructing Ideals from Deconstructed Rights

Barlett, K. T. Feminist Legal Methods

Williams, P. J. On Being the Object of Property

**Law and Social Science**

Marx, Karl, *On The Jewish Question.*

Monahan, J., & L. Walker, *Social Science in Law* (Foundation Press, 1994), ch. 1; 4, I; 6, II; 7, I, II-C.


Weber, Max, *Protestant Ethic and The Spirit of Capitalism*  


**Civil and Common Law Traditions**


Jurisprudence and Social Thought, AREA III
Reading List for MSJLS Comprehensive Exam

Theories of Justice

Aquinas, Thomas. Summa Theologica, Question 103.  
http://www.newadvent.org/summa/1103.htm

Aristotle, Politics, Book IV.  http://classics.mit.edu/Aristotle/politics.4.four.html

Hobbes, Thomas, Leviathan.

Locke, John, Second Treatise of Civil Government (1690).  
Full text online at http://www.constitution.org/jl/2ndtreat.htm


Nozick, R., Anarchy State and Utopia (Basic Books, 1974), ch. 2, 3, 7, 8.


Rawls, J., Political Liberalism Part II (Columbia University Press, 1993)


Legal Theory


**Pragmatic Jurisprudence**


**Law and Economics**


**Critical Jurisprudence**


**Social Theory and The Foundations of Knowledge**

Marx, Karl. *On The Jewish Question.*


**Civil and Common Law Traditions**


**Terrorism & Homeland Security, AREA IV**

**Reading List for MSJLS Comprehensive Exam**

**Definitions, Causes and Scope of Terrorism**


**Security Breakdowns and Solutions**

A Ticking Time Bomb: Counter Terrorism Lessons from the U.S. Government’s Failure to Prevent the Fort Hood Attack

Fear of Terrorism: Media and Politics

Brian Forst, *Terrorism, Crime and Public Policy* (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2009), Chapter 10

Frank Furedi, *Culture of Fear* (Continuum, 2002)


Terrorism and Just War Principles

Department of Defense, *Army/Marine Corps Counterinsurgency Field Manual* (University of Chicago, 2007), originally *Army Field Manual, FM 3-24*


The Prevention of Terrorism


Balancing Security with Rights to Liberty and Privacy


Brian Forst, *Terrorism, Crime, and Public Policy* (Cambridge, 2009), Chapter 13


<http://www.nybooks.com/articles/19800>

Thomas Powers, "Can We Be Secure and Free?" *The Public Interest* (Spring 2003)  